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1. Purpose of Report 

1.1 This report seeks Member approval to publish and then submit the Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies Document including Cabinet recommendations and 
those changes required to satisfy the Habitats Regulations.  Publication and 
submission represents the last stage of document production and effectively 
represents the final opportunity for Breckland Council to shape the document before it 
is considered at an Examination in Public by a government Inspector.   Following the 
Preferred Options consultation earlier in 2008, the submission version of the Core 
Strategy and Development Control Policies document has been considered by five 
meetings of Policy Development and Review Panel 1 and further meetings of Overview 
and Scrutiny Commission and Cabinet.  This level of scrutiny, together with the 
considerable public consultation and evidence base which underpins the document, 
means that the Council can publish and submit a sound document which will shape 
Breckland for the next 15-18 years. 

 

2. Recommendations 
 It is recommended that the Council: 
2.1 Agree that the Council publishes the Core Strategy and Development Control 

Policies document, including Cabinet Recommendations (Cabinet Min No 139/08) 
and amendments necessary for Appropriate Assessment, for a period of at least 
6 weeks.   Members further agree to submit the Core Strategy and Development 
Control Policies document to the Secretary of State for an Examination in Public 
by a Government appointed Inspector whose report will be binding on the 
authority unless comments received during the 6 weeks of pre-Submission 
publication indicate that the document is unsound and should be withdrawn.  
Where Minor amendments are needed following publication, Members agree that 
these be delegated to the Executive Member in consultation with the Leader.       

 
Note:  In preparing this report, due regard has been had to equality of opportunity, 
human rights, prevention of crime and disorder, environmental and risk management 
considerations as appropriate.  Relevant officers have been consulted in relation to any 
legal, financial or human resources implications and comments received are reflected in 
the report. 
 

3. Information, Issues and Options 

3.1 Background 

3.1.1 Members will recall that as the Local Planning Authority the Council has a statutory 
responsibility to prepare a Local Development Framework (LDF).  This responsibility 
sits with the role for local authorities to become “place-shapers” through the 
Sustainable Community Strategy produced by the Local Strategic Partnership and 
the LDF produced by the Council.  The LDF Core Strategy must be in harmony with 
the priorities in the Sustainable Community Strategy and it is important that local 
planning policy supports the delivery of the locally distinctive economic, social and 
environmental objectives contained within it.     

3.1.2    The LDF is a series of local development documents which collectively will deliver 
the overall spatial strategy the area.  Government advice contained in Planning 



Policy Statement 12 ‘Local Spatial Planning’ (2008) states that the Core Strategy is 
the key plan within the Local Development Framework and is a mandatory document 
the Council must produce, preferably in advance of any other local development 
documents.   Members will recall that this Council recognised the need to prepare a 
joint Core Strategy and Development Control policies document in order to bring up 
to date the existing policies in the Local Plan which was adopted in 1999.  

3.1.3 The purpose of Core Strategy is to provide the key themes and vision for the future 
development of an area. The core strategy should reflect the goals of the community 
strategy across the area and provide strategic objectives for the area focussing on 
the key issues to be addressed.   The development control policies take forward the 
framework set out in the Core Strategy and provide detailed guidance to be used in 
the determination of planning applications.  Guidance is clear that the Development 
Control Policies should be a limited set of clear, concise and easily understood topic 
related policies.  Local planning authorities should not produce a compendium of 
use-related policies, which can be repetitive and quickly become out of date.  The 
number and scope of policies in the document have been endorsed through 
consultation.  

3.1.4     Upon publication and submission, Members are reminded that the authority can start 
to give limited weight to the Core Strategy and Development Control policies 
commensurate with the level of representation received on the policy.  As such the 
submitted Core Strategy and Development Control policies will be a material 
consideration in the determination of planning applications.  The programme is to 
publish the document in January 2009 and submit to the Secretary of State in March 
2009.  The Examination in Public will be held in summer 2009.  

3.2 Issues 

Consultation and Scrutiny  

3.2.1 Members will recall that work on the Core Strategy and Development Control 
Policies started in late 2004.   The chronology of the preparation of this document is 
provided in Appendix D.  During the development of the Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies document, the Council has undertaken 4 significant 
rounds of consultation and your Officers have attended 84 meetings of Town and 
Parish Councils and Local Area Partnerships.  As well as attending meetings, the 
authority has held 10 LDF Roadshow style events, provided regular LDF updates in 
nearly every edition of Breckland Voice, provided on-line and Freepost opportunities 
to comment and has garnered considerable press coverage in local papers and local 
radio.  A consultation statement outlining every opportunity that stakeholders had to 
comment together with an analysis of how the comments received shaped the 
various versions of the document will be made available when the document is 
published.  This extent of consultation meets the Council’s requirements set out in its 
Statement of Community Involvement (adopted April 2006).   

3.2.2  In addition to public consultation, the preparation of the Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies has been subjected to considerable Member scrutiny.  
In particular it has been the responsibility of Policy Development and Review Panel 1 
to consider the content of the document, the evidence that underpins it and the 
various amendments in response to comments from stakeholders.  Prior to any 
public consultation the document has also been considered by Overview and 
Scrutiny Commission and Cabinet.  In total there have already been some 30 
Council meetings to consider the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies.  
As the next stage is to publish and then submit the document, to ultimately adopt in 
early 2010 as one of the most important policy documents that the Council produces, 
it is now necessary for the Council to consider the document and agree that it goes 
forward for Examination and the Inspectors Binding Report.    

Sustainability Appraisal / links to Sustainable Community Strategy 

3.2.3 Alongside the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document, the 
authority has to prepare a Sustainability Appraisal Report.  This Report sets out a 



thorough baseline of Breckland data and evidence which demonstrates what is 
important and/or unique in Breckland in terms of the economy, society and the 
environment.  The Report also considers the implications of other plans, policies and 
programmes and where there are land use dimensions which the LDF can help 
deliver.  This baseline has informed 17 sustainability objectives against which all 
reasonable options have been assessed and from which preferred options have been 
identified.  The Sustainability Appraisal Report will be a key consideration when the 
document is examined and provides scope to a Government Inspector to look at the 
potential outcomes of alternative options where there are representations that the 
Council should have taken forward another spatial strategy or policy option.  
Importantly, the Report also takes into account the legal requirement of Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA), which is an obligatory appraisal of the 
environmental effects of the plan and the need to justify those policy options that 
have a negative effect on the environment. 

3.2.4 The evidence baseline for the LDF has been prepared and refreshed in conjunction 
with the Breckland Sustainable Community Strategy.   Breckland has been praised 
by the Audit Commission for the collaborative preparation of these two documents 
and the LSP has been regularly appraised of the LDF preparation.   A Government 
Inspector will be assessing whether the LDF is genuinely part of a wider corporate 
strategy of the Council and Local Strategic Partnership.   The key test will be whether 
the Core Strategy is delivering corporate and community aspirations reflected in the 
Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS).   The Core Strategy provided at Appendix A 
includes an introductory section explaining the relationship with the SCS and the 
Sustainability Appraisal Report has scoped not only the SCS but its companion 
strategies such as the Economic Prosperity Strategy and the Play Strategy.  

Tests of Soundness 

3.2.5  The publication of Planning Policy Statement 12 ‘Local Spatial Planning’ (2008) 
introduced two new simplified tests of soundness.  Core Strategies must be 
justifiable and effective.  Justification of the Core Strategy must be demonstrated by 
the Council in terms of providing a robust and credible evidence base, including the 
levels of public participation together with research / fact finding evidence supporting 
the choices made in the plan.  Additionally justification must provided in the 
Sustainability Appraisal Report (see Appendix B) that the most appropriate strategy 
and policy options have been put forward when considered against the reasonable 
options.  The extent of public consultation is detailed in paragraphs 3.2.1 – 3.2.5.  
The significant evidence base underpinning the LDF is outlined in paragraphs 3.2.21 
- 3.2.25 below.   

3.2.6    The second test of soundness is effectiveness which means that the Core Strategy 
must be deliverable, flexible and able to be monitored.   The deliverability of the Core 
Strategy will focus on the infrastructure delivery, land ownerships and developer 
commitments and ensuring there are no environmental, historic or cultural barriers.  
Flexibility relates to be able to deal with changing circumstances and the need to 
plan over the long period (at least 15 years).  

3.2.7   Your Officers have undertaken a soundness self-assessment in accordance with 
guidance from the government’s Planning Advisory Service (PAS) and advise from 
the Planning Inspectorate (PINS).  The outcome from this self-assessment is that 
subject to the Government Office agreeing the revised Local Development Scheme 
and notification being sent to everyone who made comments at the Preferred 
Options stage, the correct process for preparing and submitting the LDF has been 
followed.  A key question remains around the evidence base, particularly 
infrastructure delivery.  There are some areas where the precise answer is unknown 
because further detailed work needs to be undertaken and the timetable for funding 
is not in alignment with the preparation of this LDF.  The authority has the option to 
delay the LDF and work up further more detailed evidence.  This approach is unlikely 
to be supported by the Government Office who are encouraging the timely  
preparation of LDFs   

Appropriate Assessment   



3.2.8 In addition to Sustainability Appraisal and the other evidence base requirements, the 
Council has been directed by Natural England through a scoping exercise in 2006 
that the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document requires a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (also known as Appropriate Assessment or AA).  
The Assessment is required to meet the obligations of Articles 6(3) and 6(4) of the 
European Habitats Directive in order to ascertain whether the strategy will have a 
significant effect on designated European sites.   The Appropriate Assessment is 
effectively the final check on the document and has largely been conducted on the 
final draft of the document following consideration by Cabinet on 14th October. 

3.2.9 As Members will be aware there are significant areas of Breckland which are 
protected European Habitats (see map in Appendix E).  The principle areas are the 
Special Protection Areas (SPAs) for birds where sizeable tracts of Breckland 
farmland and forest have been protected for Stone Curlews, Nightjars and 
Woodlarks.  Away from the Brecks, there are a number of Special Conservation 
Areas (SACs) which have been designated to protect particular habitats and their 
associated flora and fauna.  These are chiefly the Norfolk Valley Fens, the River 
Wensum and the Waveney and Little Ouse Valley Fens.  The scope of Appropriate 
Assessment also requires the authority to consider the impact of the strategy on 
European Habitats up to 20km beyond the District boundary.  This includes parts of 
the Broads, the North Norfolk Coast and the Ouse Washes near Downham Market. 

3.2.10  Regulation 85B of the Habitats Regulations requires plan making authorities to      
determine whether a plan is likely to have a significant effect upon any European site. In 
considering the implications of the Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control 
Policies document for European sites, an Appropriate Assessment has been undertaken in 
order to comply with the Habitats Regulations. An initial Appropriate Assessment undertaken 
at the Preferred Options stage highlighted the need for additional information to be collected 
in order to enable the completion of a full assessment. This primary data has been collected 
throughout the document preparation process and has been fed into the Appropriate 
Assessment of the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document. 

3.2.11 In light of the findings of the Appropriate Assessment, mitigation measures must be 
put in place to remove any significant effects or likely significant effects that the plan may 
have on European sites. Mitigation measures include amendments made to policies to 
remove elements that could have an effect, or to require other actions that can eliminate any 
effects. The policies in this document that have an effect on European sites have been 
amended to ensure that the qualifying features are not harmed, as well as considering other 
measures that will be necessary. These mitigation measures are incorporated throughout 
the document where necessary. In some cases, the mitigation measures necessary have in 
themselves had significant role in shaping the final direction of the Core Strategy as well as 
particular policies. 

 

3.2.12 Primary research undertaken to inform the Appropriate Assessment advises that the 
likely significant effects on European Habitats arising from the proposed strategy and 
policies revolve around direct impact resulting from new built development (disturbance, 
loss/fragmentation of habitat, water resources) and indirect impacts from increased 
recreational/tourism pressures and wider urban effects.  The issue of impact on Nightjars 
and Woodlarks has been previously tested in the Thames Basin and Dorset Heaths where a 
buffer of 400metres from built development had been established.  With the same species in 
Breckland this is a useful comparator. 

3.2.13 The Nightjar and Woodlark are mainly confined to the forest and heaths of Breckland.  
Large areas of farmland in the south and west of the District have been designated 
as European Special Protection Area due to the presence of the Stone Curlew.  The 
are approximately 170 breeding pairs in the UK and they only nest in two areas – 
Salisbury Plain and the Brecks.  The Stone Curlew habitat on Salisbury Plain comes 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defence and the area is protected and 
managed for the Curlew.  Additionally, Salisbury Plain is not identified as a location 
for further housing or employment development in any regional or local planning 



strategy.  The Brecks is the only location in the UK where development is being 
proposed in proximity to habitats which support nesting Stone Curlews.  With 
Breckland Council being the most advanced District in the Brecks in terms of its LDF, 
it will be the first authority to assess at which point development will have a 
significant effect on Stone Curlews.  This makes Breckland unique at this stage and 
therefore there is no comparable data or case studies which the authority can 
reference.  

 

3.2.14 To inform the Appropriate Assessment the following primary research has been    
conducted in Breckland:  (1) Nightjar and Woodlark – visitor study (UEA); (2) Stone 
Curlew Scare model (RSPB); (3) Stone Curlew and Impacts from development – 
(Footprint Ecology) and (4) Nightjar and Woodlark – recreational impacts Study (UEA 
and BTO) which includes two monitoring reports in 2008 and 2008 and then a final 
report in 2010. 

 

3.2.15 The Appropriate Assessment itself has been undertaken by Footprint Ecology in 
association with David Tyldesley Associates.   These organisations are recognised to 
be national leaders in the field of Appropriate Assessment and LDF work and on this 
basis the Breckland LDF Appropriate Assessment has been endorsed by Natural 
England and RSPB.   Members may challenge or question the Appropriate 
Assessment outcomes and could direct that the work be revisited by another 
consultancy.  Your Officers advise that getting a ‘second opinion’ on Appropriate 
Assessment is unlikely to yield a different answer given the primary research and 
support for the current Assessment from Natural England who the appointed body 
who sign off this area of work and RSPB. 

3.2.16 The Appropriate Assessment has concluded that the following policies as drafted are 
likely to have a significant effect on CP1: Housing Provision, CP3: Employment, CP4 
Infrastructure, DC8 Tourism Related Development; DC11 Green Infrastructure and 
DC12 Open Space and Recreational Facilities.   The principle issues relate to the 
effects of disturbance from these types of development on Stone Curlews, the impact 
on water dependent habitats and indirect effects resulting from increased visitor and 
recreational pressures.  

3.2.17 Evidence shows that there is a clear pattern that the protected bird species in 
Breckland avoid areas of high human disturbance.  In the case of Nightjars and 
Woodlarks research elsewhere in the UK has concluded that a 400m buffer from 
development is adequate.  In Breckland there is an argument that there is no need to 
stipulate a 400m buffer provided the LDF makes no allocations close to the qualifying 
woodland habitats.  The strategy as proposed avoids Woodlark and Nightjar 
populations but extra guidance will be put in document, particularly around precluding 
development north of the A11 at Thetford.  Development proposals within 400m of 
nightjar and Woodlark habitat in Breckland will be few and therefore such 
developments would have to do their own project level assessment rather than a 
moratorium on development in these areas.     Additionally, the recreational and 
tourism impact on Woodlark and Nightjars can be managed through the Forestry 
Commission management plans in terms of access and habitat control. 

3.2.18  The major issue for the Breckland LDF is the pattern of avoidance of built 
development taken by Stone Curlew, a species which occupies the protected heath 
and arable farmland but also areas beyond the SPA boundary.  Primary evidence 
indicates that the effect only becomes negligible after 2500 metres.  This is 
counterbalanced by strong evidence that Stone Curlews avoid nesting within 1000 
metres of built development.  The Appropriate Assessment therefore concludes that 
there is a point somewhere between 1000m and 2500m where the effects of built 
development in terms of disturbing Stone Curlews are no longer adverse.  From the 
available Breckland evidence (“The Effect of Housing Development and Roads on 
the Distribution of Stone Curlew in Brecks – (Footprint Ecology, 2008)) it has been 
agreed by Natural England and RSPB that the distance from built development 
where there is no longer an adverse effect on nesting Stone Curlew is 1500m.   

3.2.19 As the policies identified in paragraph 3.2.16 above are likely to have a significant 



effect upon a number of European Sites it is necessary to consider whether any 
mitigation measures could be applied to the plan in order to prevent any adverse 
effect.   This is a requirement of Regulation 85B(4) of the Habitat Regulations to 
enable the plan to proceed to adoption.  The mitigation options available to the 
Council are as follows and have been incorporated in Appendix A for Members 
consideration and are summarised below in Table 1 and in Appendix F. 

Effect Mitigation Policy Response  

Avoidance of built 
development by Stone 
Curlews 

Introduce a 1500 metre 
buffer zone away from 
habitats suitable for Stone 
Curlew (this is Breckland 
Farmland SPA and 
kilometre grid squares 
outside of the SPA where 
there have been 5 or more 
nesting attempts since 
1995)  

Include reference to 1500m 
buffer for Stone Curlews in 
Spatial Strategy and Core 
Policy CP10 that there will 
be no development 
allocations within the buffer.  
A map (provided at 
Appendix E) will be included 
in the supporting text to 
Policy CP10 and the key 
diagram will be amended to 
include the 1500m buffer.  
Policy CP1 will be amended 
to include references that 
growth in Thetford will be to 
the north of the town and 
will not go beyond the A11 
bypass.  The application of 
a 1500m buffer for Stone 
Curlew in combination with 
highway, flooding and 
landscape issues means 
that it is not possible to 
allocate land for 50 homes 
in Weeting.  The only 
exception for housing within 
the 1500m buffer will be for 
development within existing 
village settlement 
boundaries. Additionally, 
individual cases such as 
barn conversions and 
suitably located exception 
sites for affordable housing 
can be considered provided 
proposals are supported by 
a project level Assessment.  

Urban Effects on Woodlark 
and Nightjar including 
predation from domestic 
pets 

Support management 
measures such as mobile 
wardens, increased 
response to illegal activity 
(off-roading, fires etc), dog 
litter bins, fencing and 
control of parking.  These 
measures could be funded 
in part from developer 
obligations.  

Policy CP1 will be amended 
to include a reference that 
development will not be 
permitted north of the A11 
(proximity to Woodlark and 
Nightjar).  Policy CP5 will 
also be amended to include 
reference to developer 
contributions to biodiversity 
management measures.     

Potential harm from 
increased groundwater 

The housing figures need to 
be presented in a way which 

Policy CP1 will be amended 
to identify the level of 



abstraction to serve new 
growth 

makes it clearer what level 
of development can be 
accommodated within 
existing consents and those 
that cannot be taken 
forward prior to a plan 
review and the revisit of the 
Habitats Regulation 
Assessment.   

housing development that 
can take place within 
existing water resource 
capacity.  The remaining 
balance of growth which is 
dependent on commitments 
arising from the OFWAT 
decision on the Anglian 
Water Resource 
Management Plan in 
November 2009 will be 
identified and this proportion 
of growth will be reviewed if 
a commitment to address 
the water resource capacity 
is not taken forward. 

Increased recreational 
activity in close proximity to 
protected bird species 

Work with the Forestry 
Commission to ensure 
suitable access 
arrangements.  Provide 
alternative locations for dog 
walkers.    

Include supporting text to 
Policy CP11 – Landscape 
that the Council is 
committed to sustainable 
levels of recreation and 
access in and around the 
Breckland SPA.   

Potential harm to European 
sites arising from waste 
water quality capacity 

The housing figures need to 
be presented in a way which 
makes it clearer what level 
of development can be 
accommodated within 
existing consents and those 
that cannot be taken 
forward prior to a plan 
review and the revisit of the 
Habitats Regulation 
Assessment.   

Policy CP1 will be amended 
to identify the level of 
housing development that 
can take place within 
existing water quality 
capacity.  The remaining 
balance of growth which is 
dependent on commitments 
arising from the OFWAT 
decision on the Anglian 
Water Resource 
Management Plan in 
November 2009 will be 
identified and this proportion 
of growth will be reviewed if 
a commitment to address 
the water quality capacity is 
not taken forward.  

Table 1: Implications of Mitigation necessary to enable the plan to be adopted.  

3.2.20 Taking these mitigation measures into account the outcome for the Core Strategy 
and Development Control Policies are not fundamental to the overall Spatial Vision 
and Strategy that the document is seeking to deliver.  The overall developments for 
Thetford can be delivered provided land is released to the north of the town without 
going beyond the A11 bypass.  Housing numbers for Attleborough can be delivered 
provided there is a stronger recognition that major growth can only take place 
following upgrades to the Waste Water Treatment Works in the towns and this 
situation needs to be reviewed.  The proximity of Stone Curlews to Weeting means 
that whilst the village will remain a Local Service Centre, it will not accommodate the 
proposed allocation of 50 units in the draft plan.  Deleting 50 units from the overall 
Breckland housing allocation would still leave the document in conformity with the 
Regional housing targets.                   

Evidence Base 

3.2.21 s stated above, LDF documents must be underpinned by a robust and credible 



evidence base.  Since late 2003 the authority has been compiling an evidence base 
which captures what makes Breckland ‘tick’ and in turn informs the necessary spatial 
response which the LDF should adopt.  The evidence base has also been prepared 
to meet the requirements of national and regional planning policy and other 
legislation.  Your officers advise that the considerable evidence base (outlined in 
Appendix G) demonstrates that the plan is deliverable and the most appropriate in 
the Breckland context to meet the national, regional and local requirements.   The 
evidence base is considered to be proportionate to the scope and nature of the Core 
Strategy and Development Control Policies document.  It has been significantly 
enhanced in 2008 to address comments arising from the Preferred Options 
consultation held earlier this year and a programme of additional evidence base was 
agreed by Overview and Scrutiny Panel 1 on 6th May 2008 and by Cabinet on 22nd 
July 2008.   It is recognised that further focussed evidence base will be needed to be 
developed to underpin additional LDF documents including Area Action Plans and 
the Site Specific document.    

3.2.22 The evidence base listed at Appendix G demonstrates that the Council’s Submission 
Core Strategy is deliverable and is the most appropriate spatial response to the 
issues, challenges and growth agenda in Breckland.  The amended Core Strategy at 
Appendix A contains a Monitoring and Implementation Framework which identifies a 
number of risks that could arise during the monitoring of the LDF and against these 
risks contingencies have been identified.  At previous Panel 1 meeting on 28th 
October two key risks were identified during consideration of the draft evidence base 
as follows: (1) infrastructure delivery; and (2) deliverability of strategic employment 
land at Snetterton in respect of energy supplies. 

3.2.23 On the issue of infrastructure delivery the preparation of LDF and associated 
evidence has identified where the critical infrastructure constraints exist.  Breckland 
is not in a position of being naïve or complacent about the infrastructure challenges 
which accompany the significant growth the District faces over the next 18 years.  
Infrastructure deficiencies are understood and solutions have been assessed for their 
technical and financial viability.  Where known funding programmes have also been 
identified but there remain a number of funding sources of which the timing is not 
compatible with the LDF programme.  A number of funding streams only cover a 5 
year period (i.e. Water Companies/OFWAT) and in the case of regional funds only a 
3 year time horizon.  However, because Breckland has prepared such an extensive 
evidence base and worked closely with key infrastructure providers such as EEDA, 
Anglian Water, EDF and Norfolk County Council the issues in Breckland are well 
known and have put the authority in a stronger position to access funding.          

3.2.24 Members should note that the evidence base will be published along side the Core 
Strategy and Development Control Policies document and available for stakeholders 
to make representations on.  Inadequacies in the evidence base could strike at the 
heart of the soundness of the document.  To address this risk the Council has 
embarked during 2008 on a significant volume of additional evidence base including: 
A Water Cycle Study; A Dereham Green Infrastructure Study; A Breckland 
Infrastructure Study; An A11 Energy Study; An Attleborough Jobs Study; An 
Attleborough Link Road Study; A Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment; 
and a Habitats Regulation Assessment (Appropriate Assessment).  With the 
exception of the Appropriate Assessment the evidence base has reinforced that the 
strategy and options that the Council consulted on earlier in 2008 remain, by and 
large, the right planning response to Breckland’s circumstances.   

3.2.25 It cannot be overlooked that the delivery of infrastructure will be challenging. A 
number of authorities have investigated a tariff approach under existing legislation to 
secure additional developer contributions above on-site requirements secured 
through S106 agreements.  Legislation around a proposed Community Infrastructure 
Levy (CiL) is due in revised draft form at the end of 2008 and could be in place by 
early 2010.  The LDF Core Strategy has been future proofed to include the flexibility 
to adopt a tariff approach for Thetford, Attleborough and Snetterton through their 
respective Area Action Plans.  Additionally there is scope in the policies as drafted to 
pursue a District wide Community Infrastructure Levy should the legislation be 



finalised and enacted.  In the interim a number of policies have been provided in the 
LDF requiring a greater number of developments to meet their own infrastructure 
requirements, including commuted sum payments for open space on every property.  
Evidence gathered through the Thetford Growth Framework study and the Breckland 
Infrastructure Study is starting to provide an indication as to the sort of levels where a 
tariff or Levy could be initiated.          

Publishing and Submitting the Document  

3.2.26 In April 2008, the Government produced amended Regulations governing the        
preparation of Local Development Documents, especially in the latter stages of 
document production.  A diagram outlining the publication and submission process is 
provided at Appendix H   Under the new Regulations, local planning authorities are 
now required to publish the document for a period of at least 6 weeks both in paper 
and on-line and invite representations from key stakeholders (Regulations 27 & 28).  
The material to be published will include: 

• the development plan document (as proposed to be submitted)  

• the changes to the proposals map (if the adoption of the development plan document 
would result in changes to the map)  

• the sustainability appraisal report  

• a statement setting out:  
§ who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation  
§ how they were invited to be involved in the plan preparation  
§ a summary of the main issues raised and how they have been 

addressed  

• any other supporting documents relevant to the preparation of the development plan 
document.  

3.2.27    It is important to distinguish that this is not a widespread public consultation but   
should be seen as a “final check” with those bodies which have a role in delivering and 
monitoring the LDF, including Town and Parish Councils.   The objective is to seek 
representations relating to issues of soundness to be made.  However, everyone who has 
made comments at the previous consultations will be notified and there will be a public 
notice in the Eastern Daily Press.   

3.2.28   When the Council publishes the document it must also request a conformity 
statement from the Regional Planning Body (EERA) that the document conforms to the 
Regional Spatial Strategy (Regulation 29).  Following the 6 week consultation period, the 
authority is required to produce a summary of the main issues raised by the representations. 
Any very significant issues raised by representations that go to the heart of the soundness of 
the plan should come to light during this summation process (Regulation 30).  Of the key 
representations that could raise significant issues, particular attention should be paid to 
representations from government offices. 

3.2.29  The nature of representations received will determine the course of action that the 
Council takes and this is reflected in the recommendation of this report.  If there are 
no representations which cause the authority to question whether the plan is sound 
then the document can be submitted to Secretary of State and subjected to 
examination.  However, should the authority receive representations that may 
warrant a modification to the document then there are two courses of action.  Under 
the new Regulations, the authority can make small focussed changes which would 
need to be re-appraised and consulted on before being submitted.  Should the 
publication period draw fundamental comments which the Council considers are 
valid and that they go to the heart of the soundness then extensive changes may be 
required which would mean withdrawing the document and going back to undertake 
further evidence gathering and consultation.   

3.2.30 Your officers advise that the lengthy progression of the LDF and considerable 
consultation undertaken has significantly reduced the risk of the plan being found 
fundamentally unsound at this stage.  Members will recall that consultation on the 



preferred options earlier in 2008 drew significant support for the draft spatial strategy 
in the plan including endorsements from the Regional Planning Body, the 
Government Office and other key agencies.   

Conclusion 

 3.2.31 The Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document as presented is a 
sound document that is both justified and effective.  It is aligned with the wider 
corporate objectives of both the Council and Local Strategic Partnership and 
collaboratively with the Sustainable Community Strategy the Core Strategy will assist 
in delivering local priorities.  The Core Strategy is grounded in an extensive evidence 
base which identifies what makes Breckland the place that it is and the local 
distinctiveness of the environment, society and economy of the District is embraced 
in the Strategy.  The document also addresses the issues, opportunities and 
challenges which the District is likely to face during the lifetime of the Core Strategy 
to 2026.  The Breckland Core Strategy is accompanied by a comprehensive 
Sustainability Appraisal Report which assesses all the reasonable strategic and local 
policy options applicable to Breckland.  The Strategy is also underpinned by a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment.   

3.2.32  Publication will enable key stakeholders to assess the document and the supporting 
evidence and make representations on the soundness of Breckland’s approach.  It is not a 
stage at which to re-open the strategy and introduce new options but to test whether 
Breckland has adhered to the procedural steps and has responded appropriately to the 
evidence and comments from earlier consultation.  As stated above the authority still has the 
option after publication to either go back and undertake a fundamental re-write of the Plan or 
undertake a more discrete review of a particular policy prior to submission.  Without pre-
empting the results of the publication period it is not envisaged that this will be necessary.  
Your officers advise that the Government Inspector who will examine the document will have 
considerable scope to explore the evidence and test alternative options which have been 
presented.  Members are reminded that the Inspectors Report will be binding on the 
authority and that there will be no further consultation after receipt of the Report.              

3.2.33   Breckland is the second authority in Norfolk to reach this stage of production with its 
Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document.  It comes at a time 
when there is potential change in local governance in Norfolk and having an adopted 
Breckland Core Strategy would be the best possible planning policy legacy should 
Local Government Review take place as currently planned.  Publishing and 
submitting the Core Strategy will ensure that this authority shapes the future of the 
Breckland area for the next 18 years in a way which is responsive to local issues.  
The timely publication and submission of the Core Strategy and Development 
Control Policies document will also enable the authority to retain a tighter control 
over development proposals and the potential piecemeal approach to the release of 
housing land contained in PPS3 ‘Housing’.     

3.3 Options 

3.3.1 Option A  
Members agree that the Council publishes the Core Strategy and Development 
Control Policies document, including Cabinet Recommendations (Cabinet Min No 
139/08) and amendments necessary for Appropriate Assessment, for a period of at 
least 6 weeks.   Members further agree to submit the Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies document to the Secretary of State for an Examination 
in Public by a Government appointed Inspector whose report will be binding on the 
authority unless comments received during the 6 weeks of pre-Submission 
publication indicate that the document is unsound and should be withdrawn.       

3.3.2 Option B 

 Members do not agree that the Council publishes the Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies document, including amendments.  Members further 
do not agree to submit the Core Strategy and Development Control Policies 
document to the Secretary of State for an Examination in Public by a Government 



appointed Inspector.  

3.4 Reasons for Recommendation(s) 

3.4.1 Members are asked to approve Option A 

4. Risk and Financial Implications 

4.1 Risk  

4.1.1 I have completed the Risk Management questionnaire and can confirm that risk has 
been  given careful consideration, and that there are no significant risks identified 
associated with the information in this report. 

4.2 Financial  

4.2.1 This report has no direct financial implications.  However, it needs to be recognised 
that the Public Examination in summer 2009 will have costs associated with it, in 
terms of the Inspector and support at the inquiry.   

5. Legal Implications 

5.1 This report has no direct legal implications.  The Regulations which accompany the 
preparation of a Development Plan Document are to be adhered to.  Failure to 
consider the Regulations and proceed in accordance with them could result in either 
the document being found unsound or Judicial Review. 

6. Other Implications    

a) Equalities: - The LDF addresses the needs of a number of vulnerable groups in 
the District including specifically Gypsies and Travellers, the young, the elderly 
and the low income / long-term unemployed.  An Equalities Impact Assessment 
has been completed to accompany this report.   

b) Section 17, Crime & Disorder Act 1998: The LDF recognises that new 
development needs to take account of crime and the fear of crime and this is 
addressed in the appendix to the Report. 

c) Section 40, Natural Environment & Rural Communities Act 2006: The LDF has 
to deliver significant growth within an environmentally sensitive context.  The 
implications for the Breckland environment are addressed in the appendix to the 
Report and in paragraphs 3.2.17 – 3.2.19 of the Report itself.    

d) Human Resources: None 

e) Human Rights:  None 

7. Alignment to Council Priorities 

7.1 The Breckland Local Development Framework Core Strategy and Development 
Control Policies and their aims and objectives directly contribute the following 
Council Priorities: 

 Building Safer and Stronger Communities 
o Tackle anti-social behaviour 

o Reduce the Fear of Crime 

o Promote a sense of community belonging and pride 

o Ensure all our services are provided in a fair and equitable manner 

o Contribute to improving the health of people who live in Breckland 



o Reduce Poverty  

 
 Environment 

o Contribute to reducing the cause of climate change 
o Protect and improve Breckland’s natural environment and resources  

 Prosperous Communities 
o Encourage inward investment and the diversification of the local economy 
o Promote the start-up, growth and retention of local businesses and the          

strengthening of Breckland’s entrepreneurial culture  
o Promote the development of a more skilled workforce 
o Protect and enhance our town centres  
o Develop flourishing rural communities 
o Secure a decent standard of housing across the district 

8. Ward/Community Affected 

8.1 All wards in Breckland.  

 
 
Lead Contact Officer: 
Name/Post: David Spencer, Principal Planning Officer 
Telephone: 01362656889 
Email: david.spencer@breckland.gov.uk 
 
 
Key Decision Status (Executive Decisions only): 
Key Decision 
 
Appendices attached to this report:  
Appendix A – Submission Core Strategy and Development Control Policies document 
(November 2008)  
Appendix B – Sustainability Appraisal Report of the Submission Core Strategy and 
Development Control Policies document (November 2008) – (presented at the Meeting) 
Appendix C – Submission Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Proposals Maps 
(distributed by Ward)  
Appendix D – LDF Core Strategy Chronology  
Appendix E – Stone Curlew 1500m Mitigation Buffer Map 
Appendix F- Summary of Mitigation Measures  
Appendix G – LDF Evidence Base 
Appendix H – Submission Diagram  
 
 
 


